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Abstract. Laser pulses facilitate multiphoton contributions to the trident pair
production e−L → e−L + e+L + e−L , where the label L indicates a laser field dressed
electron (e−) or positron (e+). We isolate the impact of the pulse envelope in the
trident S matrix element, formulated within the Furry picture, in leading order of a
series expansion in the classical non-linearity parameter a0. Generally, the Fourier
transform of the envelope carries the information on the pulse length, which becomes
an easily tractable function in the case of a cos2 pulse envelope. The transition to a
monochromatic laser wave can be handled in a transparent manner, as also the onset
of bandwidth effects for short pulses can be factorized out and studied separately.
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1 Introduction
High-intensity laser beams in the optical regime are customarily generated by the chirped
pulse amplification (cf. [1]). Intensities up to 1022 Wcm2 are achievable nowadays in several
laboratories [2], yielding a classical non-linearity parameter of a0 = O(10 − 50) in the
focal spot‡. Ongoing projects [4, 5, 6] of 10 PW class lasers envisage even larger values
of a0. Due to higher frequencies in XFEL beams, ω = O(10 keV), the parameter a0 stays
significantly below unity, despite similar intensities of O(1022 Wcm2 ) when tight focusing
is attained [7]. Given such a variety of laser facilities, the experimental exploration of
nonlinear QED effects became feasible and is currently further promoted. Elementary
processes are under consideration with the goal of testing QED in the strong-field regime.
Most notable is the nonlinear Compton process e−L → e−L + γ, also w.r.t. the subsequent
use of the high energy photons (γ), up to prospects of industrial applications. While in
the pioneering theoretical studies [8, 9] the higher harmonics, related to multi-photon
effects, i.e. the simultaneous interaction of the electron with a multitude of photons, in
monochromatic laser beams have been considered, the study of laser pulses revealed a
multitude of novel structures in the γ spectrum [3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
The nonlinear Breit-Wheeler process, γ → e−L + e+L [19, 20, 3, 21, 13, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29], as cross channel of the nonlinear Compton process, is in contrast a threshold
process – sometimes termed a genuine quantum process – since the probe photon γ
energy in combination with the laser must supply sufficient energy to produce a e+e−
pair. When considering the seminal SLAC experiment E-144 [30, 31] as a two-step
process (first step: generation of a high-energy photon γ by Compton backscattering
[32], second step: Breit-Wheeler process γ+L→ e+e−), also the nonlinear Breit-Wheeler
process has been identified with the simultaneous interaction of up to five photons in
the elementary subprocess.
Strictly speaking, the mentioned two-step process is only a part of trident pair
production e−L → e−L + e+L + e−L , as stressed in [33, 34]. Since the trident process is
the starting point of seeded QED avalanches, expected to set in at high-intensities, it
is currently a subject of throughout analyses [35, 36, 37], also for benchmarking PIC
codes [38].
Given the high repetition rate of the European XFEL [39] a potentially interesting option
is to combine it with a synchronized electron beam of about 50 MeV (to operate slightly
above the threshold) in order to facilitate a high-statistics search for the dark photon.
Such a dark photon (also dubbed U boson or hidden photon) is a candidate for Dark
Matter beyond the standard model of particle physics; it is a possible extension which
enjoys intense theoretical [40, 41, 42] and experimental [43, 44, 45, 46] considerations.
A corresponding theoretical analysis of the trident process can be found in [47]. In fact,
the trident process – in a perturbative QED language – includes sub-diagrams of the
type γ∗ → e+e−, i.e. an intermediate (virtual) photon which decays into a e+e− pair.
‡ The relation of a0 vs. the laser peak intensity IL and frequency ω reads a0 ' 7.5 eVω
√
IL
1020W/cm2 , cf.
[3].
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Via kinetic mixing, that virtual photon may “temporarily” couple to a dark photon
A′, e.g. γ∗ → A′ → γ∗, thus signalizing its presence as a peak of the invariant mass
distribution of e+e−. The peak would be at the mass of the dark photon and its width
is related to the kinetic mixing strength.
We briefly mention the trident option of the LUXE project [48, 49] at DESY/Hamburg,
which however is primarily dedicated to explore the “boiling of the vacuum” by means of
the nonlinear Breit-Wheeler process in the Ritus corner, i.e. a kinematical region with a
nonperturbative field strength dependence and coupling constant |e| dependence analog
to the Schwinger pair creation probability.
While most of the above quoted papers focus on nonlinear effects in strong laser pulses,
that is the impact of multiphoton contributions, we aim here at the study of apparent
multiphoton effects due to bandwidth effects in weak and moderately strong laser
pulses with a0 < 1. The analysis of the Breit-Wheeler pair production in [22, 50]
revealed that in such a regime interesting features appear for short and ultra-short
pulses. For instance, despite of a0 < 1 a significant subthreshold pair production is
enabled. Roughly speaking, in short pulses the frequency spectrum contains high Fourier
components, thus enabling the subthreshold pair creation. In that respect, we are going
to study the relevance of the pulse duration for the trident process. In contrast to the
elementary one-vertex processes, the trident process as a two-vertex process obeys a
higher complexity, similar to the two-photon Compton scattering [51, 52, 53].
Our paper is organised as follows. In section 2, the matrix element is evaluated with
emphasis on a certain regularisation required to uncover the perturbative limit. The
weak-field expansion is presented in section 3, where the Fourier transform of the
background field amplitude is highlighted as a central quantity. The case of a cos2
envelope is elaborated in dome detail in section 4, where also numerical examples are
exhibited. The conclusion can be found in section 5.
2 Matrix element in the Furry picture
The leading-order tree level Feynman diagram of the trident process is exhibited in
figure 1(a). The corresponding S matrix reads
Sfi = e2
∫
d4x
∫
d4y
[ (
ψ(x; p1)γµψ(x; p)
)
Dµν(x− y)
(
ψ(y; p2)γνψ(+)(y; p3)
)
(1)
− (p1 ↔ p2)
]
,
where ψ(x; p) stands for the Volkov solution of Dirac’s equation with a classical external
electromagnetic (laser) field Aµ(φ) = a0 m|e| εµf(φ), ψ its adjoint, and Dµν is the photon
propagator. The p1 ↔ p2 term ensures the antisymmetrization of two identical fermions
(mass m, charge |e|) in the final state. The laser field Aµ and its polarisation four-
vector εµ and phase φ = k · x is specialized further on below. The momenta p, p1,2,3 and
k are four-vectors as well, and γµ stands for Dirac’s gamma matrices. Transforming the
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k0
ψ(x, p) ψ(x, p1)
ψ(y, p2)
ψ(+)(y, p3)
x
y
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)"> (null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)"> (null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)"> (null)</latexit>
(a)
=⇒ k0
p
p2
p1
p3
sk
rk
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</lat exit>
=⇒ k0
p
p2
p1
p3
s
r
<latexit sha1_base64="1VIT2Qa+a49drfhjB5wh0/QrgyA=">AAAHF3icpVXNbtNAEJ4WEkr4a+GEuF hUlSiqIjtugUulCi4ci0R/pCaq1pt1sqrttbzromD5wAPwADwBV3gCbogrRx6A92C8u22cpGlBrOXZ8cw3386Ox+sgjbhUrvtrYfHa9UbzxtLN1q3bd+7eW165vy9FnlG2R0UkssOASBbxhO0priJ2mGaMxEHEDoKTV 5X/4JRlkovkrRqlrBeTQcJDTolCk1hZ/AhdyCEBDgoiYKgNUBuCA9t4exDj1UJMgL4BohIoIERbiBfXEaW2MBjp2AwIpBhfzokaI54i5gn44MIGdFCu6wiDkphDheOIH6I+9lQrhmgp0Odi3IaePT179snXs/H51lbW OLJz3gKEZRGWRVhpWIT1+dZWZzG7zlDn6EsQoXT9pH3eRnwbtnR9TG6nls2b4KnyYXi9x7vOXtVIIOfF3J7m3sB6EF3lCG1drOeJ8xDndb2qWe8Usy9nmAmyVNzxXG6Tt//fDBfncFXtxgziPAfzPuo8Ae5boCwQ7cG 7f9h1aTto9r0GuuoGVeCT6Y/A9kdgpbH51rNp560JpoojRQ5lY5WVHS19LU2s0rFmfnZJd6zN6Q+zb9/ylhPfy1l/FLo/0vPu4FN9OI2UE310GTKrIa9a/RgRZ2jxF+hODX15FhXaq6HPdlf1VX/O+TPrH59qrePlVb ft6uHMKp5VVsGO3ePl392+oHnMEkUjIuWR56aqV5BMcRqxstXNJUsJPSEDdoRqQmIme4U+xEtnDS19JxQZ3olytLUeUZBYylEcIDImaiinfZXxIt9RrsIXvYInaa5YQs1CYR45SjjVH8Hp84xRFY1QITTjmKtDhyQjV OF/Y2KVkI2SOC2xLt50FWaV/U7b89udN5urOy9thZbgETzGN+XBc9iB17ALe0AbHxqfG18aX5ufmt+a35s/DHRxwcY8gInR/PkHVAt69g==</latexit>
(b)
=
k0
p p1
p2
p3
<latexit sha1_base64="(nul l)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(nul l)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(nul l)">(null)</latexit>
+
k0
p p1
p2
p3
s
<latexit sha1_base64="76nadswhom2cK+sF7S9wTTgyEp8="> AAAKvXictVbbbtRIEC0uu2TMsgR4QrxYBESyGiJ7TICXCAQvvCCBRBKkJJpt97STVnyT3RM0WPOhfAD/wekLc/FklEHs2ppyuerUqerq yzguU1mrIPh25eq163/8eWOt493869bft9fv3N2vi2HFxR4v0qL6HLNapDIXe0qqVHwuK8GyOBUH8dlb7T84F1Uti/yTGpXiOGMnuUw kZwqm4s71f+mIhpSTJEUpCWgn0E7Jp138Qspwe8DE8J0AlVNDCWwJbmkixsYiaGRiK2JUIn68JGqK+AeYTYoooK6RWybComrUoHES+FP oU4/OmMDSwBegvi6eVvaMjIwMXH4bU014GipcVOFkz8jIyPkoO6oKuoQvB0KZ/tTufRf4bdox47c1nDu2cI5H5xe4v+I3y657UIDzYu 7QcHcxXma6mMJ2hH6d+ffx3DJZbb5zVD9eYGZg0dzZUm5bd/TbDBfXcFnvpgzFpAY7H7M85/APEMnhqRBRm7pKWHZhk7BxsyK6cyi7M rV9AJwAU4n8o1Y3H4HtEWx+K4M0M7ULPaQvkz6Pgftv60qw7/TbahVErQraczR2O2JxHcdmlVlUg7fAzFjs9kHspLVFzvPMPXfmmDRHC Q7lYpWTPSMjI22sMrH2+dxwPF6y8qfrOHb7ZhVkr4Wc32NTu7yQo0Tf7Bm3SX3cllVrmnkLdj2f0oxYz5XGKWPhdIZza5Oemgi9/yPg t9zc/P9521lX61a0AjJy87kqsj0Dq444ciNWK3c6NOPtOu3Fb/X7V7PrjC8RM5t5tf7Mn4fTc6cxp3g5OcNl699iEdkH1090cSlvHyOb onuXosMZdHv22/gakqNPerw+OvQzcnE/tiOrJZFqUqH+dxgs+UpY9E+/Pbz++kawHZjLX1RCp2yQuz70178fDQo+zESueMrq+jAMSnX csEpJnoqxdzSsRcn4GTsRh1Bzlon6uDGfWmP/MSwDPykq/HLlG+tsRMOyuh5lMZAZU6d126eNF/kOhyp5edzIvBwqkXObKBmmvip8/d3 mD2QluEpHUBivJGr1+SmrGFf4upvLkohRnpVj9CVsd2FR2e9th9F27+OzjddvXIfW6AE9NGv/Bb2md/SB9oh3nnTed/Y7B94rT3ipl1 vo1Ssu5h7NXd6XH0JqGjo=</latexit>
+
k0
p p1
p2
p3
r
<latexit sha1_base64="J8RpxfjAnneYdKkWNoCDI22uCrc=">AAAKvXictVbbbtNAEB3uxNwKPCFeLAqiRaGyY24vFQheeEECibZI bRXWm3W7qm+yN0XByofyAfwHZy80idOoQYCtjMczZ87Mzl7iuExlrYLgx7nzFy5eunzlase7dv3GzVsrt+9s18Ww4mKLF2lRfYlZLVKZiy0lVSq+lJVgWZyKnfjonfbvHIuqlkX+WY1KsZ+xg1wmkjMFU3H74lfaoyHlJElRSgLaAbRD8mkTv5Ay3B4wMXwHQOXUUAJbgluaiLG xCBqZ2IoYlYgfL4iaIJ4As0YRBdQ1ct1EWFSNGjROAn8IfeLRGRNYGvgC1NfF08qekZGRgctvY6oTnoYKF1U42TMyMnI2yo6qgi7hy4FQpj+1e98EfoOem/HbGo4dWzjDo/ML3N/xm2bXPSjAeTp3aLi7GC8zXUxh20O/jvx7eK6brDbfMaofzzEzsGjubCG3rTv6a4bTazirdx OG4qQGOx/TPMfwDxDJ4akQUZu6Slg2YZOwcbMiujMouzK1fQCcAFOJ/KNWNx8C+xA2v5VBmpnahB7SN9dnPTr/H9eVYN/pt+Uq6LUqaM/R2O2I+XUcm1VmUQ3eAjNjsdsHsZPWFjnPM/d8PsOkOUpwKBernOwZGRlpY5WJtc8XhuPRgpU/Wcex2zfLIHst5Owem9jlqRwl+mbPu DXq47asWtPM67Dr+ZRmxHquNE4ZC6cjnFtr9NRE6P0fAb/u5ub/521nXa5b0RLIyM3nssj2DCw74siNWC3d6dCMt+u0l3/V7z/NrjO+Qsx05uX6M3seTs6dxpzi5ckZLlv/FvPIPrh+o4szefsY2QTdOxMdTqHbs9/G15AcfdLj9dGh35Hz+7EdWS2IVCcV6n+HwYKvhHn/5Nv D66+sBhuBufx5JXTKKrnrY3/l596g4MNM5IqnrK53w6BU+w2rlOSpGHt7w1qUjB+xA7ELNWeZqPcb86k19h/BMvCTosIvV76xTkc0LKvrURYDmTF1WLd92niab3eoklf7jczLoRI5t4mSYeqrwtffbf5AVoKrdASF8UqiVp8fsopxha+7mSyJGOVZOUZfwnYX5pXt3kYYbfQ+PV t989Z16Crdpwdm7b+kN/SePtIW8c7jzofOdmfHe+0JL/VyCz1/zsXcpZnL+/YLO5EaOQ==</latexit>
+
k0
p p1
p2
p3
s
r
<latexit sha1_base64="nznkF9W5OzSYv9sBT0VZV8VNjBg=">AAAK7XictVZLb9RIEG5YXmNeyXJacbEIkRI0RPYYFi6REFz2yEqE ICXRqN3Tk7Til+ye7M5avrK/YG8rrvwmfgD/g6+rO/PwZJRBCFsu11R99VV19WMcF4mqdBB8uXL1l2vXb9y81fFu37l77/7a+q/vq3xUCrkn8iQvP8S8konK5J5WOpEfilLyNE7kfnz6xvj3z2RZqTx7p8eFPEr5caaGSnANU75+7W92yEYsY4ppljAJ7RjaCfPZLp6Qpbg9YGL 4joHKWM2GsA1xK4poyCLZmGJLxlmB+GZJ1BTxBJgtFrGAdUluU4RFVajB4BTwJ9CnHpNxCEsNX4D6unhb2SMZkQxcfhtTTnhqlruo3MkeyYjkfJQdVQldwZcBoak/lfu9C/wOe07jtzWcObZwjsfkl7j/wTPLbnqQg/Ni7pC4uxgvpy4msB2iX6f+b3hvU1ab7wzVNwvMHCyGO1 3KbeuOfpjh4hou692UIZ/UYOdjlucM/gEiBTwlIiqqq4BlFzYFm6AV0Z1D2ZVp7APgJJgK5B+3uvkYbI9h81sZFM3ULvSQ/TXpcwPcz6vLb1VWUmWX1xW5ujYnlQ1oTZ3XvHxOG7eDFtd9TAwWVeNXQDMcu30TO2ltkfM8c+/nc0yGowCHdrHayR7JiKSN1RRr378Tx+aSnTJd9 7HbZ6sgey3k/J6c2tWFHAX6Zs/ELdbHbVmNZpi3YTfzr2jEZm4NTpNFsFOcc1vsKUWY8yICfnth1n5W3nbW1boVrYCM3HyuimzPwKojjtyI9cqdDmm8Xae9+KF+f292k/ElYmYzr9af+fNzehrUdOoXkzNftf5dFpF9cJ2j80t5+xjZFN27FB3OoNuz38ZXkMKdSD46dB65uB/ bkeWSSD2p0PybDJZ8VSz6p98qXn9tI9gJ6PIXldApG8xdb/trXw8HuRilMtMi4VV1EAaFPqp5qZVIZOMdjipZcHHKj+UB1Iynsjqq6dOs8TdhGfjDvMSTaZ+ssxE1T6tqnMZAplyfVG2fMV7kOxjp4cujWmXFSMtM2ETDUeLr3Dffef5AlVLoZAyFi1KhVl+c8JILja/BuSxDOc 7SokFfwnYXFpX3vZ0w2un9+Wzj1WvXoVvsIXtEa/8Fe8X+YG/ZHhOd/U7T+dj518u9/7z/vU8WevWKi3nA5i7v8zdkzyRM</latexit>
(c)
Figure 1. Diagrams for the trident process. (a) Lowest order Feynman diagram
in position space Furry picture with <latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit> = ψ(x, p) for the Volkov state, <latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit> =
−ie ∫ d4x γµ for the vertex at x, <latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit> = Dµν(x− y) for the bare photon propagator.
(b) The translation into momentum space to arrive at the right diagram with <latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
for the free Dirac spinor, s<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit> = −ie ∫ ds2piΓµ(s, p, p1) with local four-momentum balance,
e.g. p + sk = k′ + p1 and <latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit> = Dµν(k′) = igµνk′2+i for the bare photon propagator
in Feynman gauge. (c) Using the regularized vertex s<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit> = −ie ∫ ds2piΓµreg(s, p, p1) from
Γµ0 = Gpiδ(s)+
12
Γµ0 in Γµ = Γµ0 +Γ
µ
1 +Γ
µ
2 , i.e. Γµreg =
12
Γµ0 +Γµ1 +Γ
µ
2 and the one photon
vertex <latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null) </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null) </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null) </latexit> = Gpi δ(s)γµ. We note Γµ1 ∝ ea0,Γµ2 ∝ (ea0)2, while
12
Γµ0 has terms ∝ ea0 and
∝ (ea0)2.
photon propagator into momentum space, Dµν(x, y) =
∫
d4k′/ (2pi)4 e−ik·(x−y)Dµν(k′)
and employing the Feynman gauge, Dµν(k′) = gµνk′2+i , and a suitable splitting of phase
factors of the Volkov solution, e.g. ψ(x; p) =
(
1 + e /k /A2p·k
)
up e
−iSˆp(k·x) e−ip·x, one can cast
the above matrix element in the form
Sfi = (2pi)2 e2
∫
dr
∫
ds
[
(u(p1)Γµ(r;C)u(p))
gµν
k′2 + i (u(p2)Γ
µ(s;BW )v(p3))
× δ(4)(p1 + p2 + p3 − p− (r + s)k)− (p1 ↔ p2)
]
(2)
upon Fourier transform of the vertex function
(
1 + Ωq2(k ·x)
)
γµ (1 + Ωq1(k ·x))
× e−i(Sˆq1 (k·x)−Sˆq2 (k·x)) = ∫ dr2piΓµ(r; q1, q2)e−ir k·x. A key for that is Ωp(φ = k ·x) = e /k /A2p·k as
well as Sˆ(φ=k·x; p) = 12k·p
∫ k·x
0 dφ
′ (2e p·A(φ′)− e2A2(φ′)) as the nonlinear Volkov phase
part. The quantities u(p) and v(p) are a free-field Dirac bispinors, with spin indices
suppressed for brevity. In intermediate steps, one meets the local energy-momentum
balance p1 − p + k′ − sk = 0 and p2 + p3 − k′ − rk = 0, which combine to the
overall conservation in δ(4). The corresponding representation of the matrix element
in momentum space is exhibited in figure 1(b)-left, where we exposed the interaction
with s and r laser photons marked by the crosses. In figure 1(b)-right, we suppress
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<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
+
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
Figure 2. Leading order contributions in a0 emerging from the second and third
diagrams in figure 1(c) when ignoring the pulse shape function. They can be more
directly generated by utilising the first-order iterative solution of the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation for the Volkov solution. These diagrams are the standard
perturbative QED Feynman diagrams. The fourth diagram in figure 1(c) becomes
accordingly in leading order the set of here displayed diagrams, however with an
additional external photon line <latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit> attached to spinor lines in all possible
combinations, thus making its contribution of order a20 at least. As in figure 1 the
electron antisymmetrizing contributions upon p1 ↔ p2 are not exhibited.
these explicit representations of the laser background field. Note that the momentum
space diagrammatics differs from the notation in [54, 55]. We introduce the short-
hand notations C and BW to mean momentum dependences on (p1,−p) and (p2, p3),
respectively. For the currents ∆µ(r, C) = u(p1)Γµu(p) and ∆µ(s, BW ) = u(p2)Γµv(p3)
in (2), we note the decomposition, emerging from inserting the Volkov solution,
Γµ(r, ∗) = Γµ0(r, ∗) + Γµ1(r, ∗) + Γµ2(r, ∗) with ∗ meaning C or BW and, by using a
generic momentum pair (q1, q2) for them,
Γµ0(r, q1, q2) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dφeirφe−i(Sˆq1 (k·x)−Sˆq2 (k·x))γµ, (3a)
Γµ1(r, q1, q2) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dφeirφe−i(Sˆq1 (k·x)−Sˆq2 (k·x))
[
Ωq2(φ)γµ + γµΩq1(φ)
]
, (3b)
Γµ2(r, q1, q2) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dφeirφe−i(Sˆq1 (k·x)−Sˆq2 (k·x))
[
Ωq2(φ)γµΩq1(φ)
]
, (3c)
which can be combined to arrive at the notation such as those of [34, 36]:
∆µ(r, ∗) =
2∑
l=0
Bl(r, ∗)Jµl (∗), (4)
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with the currents
Jµ0 (q1, q2) = u(q1)γµΨ(q2), (5a)
Jµ1 (q1, q2) =
ma0
2 u(q1)
[
/ε/k
kq1
γµ − γµ /k/ε
kq2
]
Ψ(q2), (5b)
Jµ2 (q1, q2) = −
m2a20
2
kµ
(kq1)(kq2)
u(q1)/kΨ(q2), (5c)
where Ψ(q) = u(q) for C and Ψ(q) = v(q) for BW , respectively. The phase integrals in
equation (4) read
Bl(s, ∗) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dφ f l(φ) exp
{
i
2∑
n=0
αn(s, ∗)
∫ φ
0
dφ′fn(φ′)
}
, (6)
with
α0(s; q1, q2) = s, (7a)
α1(s; q1, q2) = ma0
(
q1
kq1
− q2
kq2
)
, (7b)
α2(s; q1, q2) =
m2a20
2
(
1
kq1
+ 1
kq2
)
. (7c)
Note that in (6), l is an index (label) on the l.h.s, while it is a power on the r.h.s., as
n too. An important step is the isolation of the divergent part in Γµ0 or B0. We note
limA→0 Γµ(s, ∗) = 2piδ(s)γµ and regularise Γµ0 by inserting a damping factor e−|φ| and
performing the limit → 0, similar to the method in [56], which results in Γµ0(s, q1, q2) =
Gpi δ(s)γµ +
12
Γµ0 , with
12
Γµ0 = −P 1s
∫∞
−∞ dφ γ
µeisφe−i(Sˆq1 (φ)−Sˆq2 (φ)) ∂
∂φ
(Sˆq1(φ)− Sˆq2(φ)) or
B0(s, ∗) = Gpiδ(s)− P
1
s
2∑
j=1
αj(s, ∗)Bj(s, ∗)
 , (8)
G = exp
( 2∑
i=1
αi
∫ +∞
0
f i(φ) dφ
)
+ exp
( 2∑
i=1
αi
∫ −∞
0
f i(φ) dφ
)
(9)
where P means the principal value in the variable s. One can exploit in reading (4)
the crossing symmetry ∆µ(r, BW = (p2, p3)) = ∆µ(r → s, BW → C = (p1,−p)).
Employing (8) with the short-hand notation B˜0 = −P
[
1
s
∑2
j=1 αjBj(s, ∗)
]
and B˜1,2 =
B1,2 we arrive at
gµν∆µ(r;C)∆ν(s;BW ) = pi2G2δ(r)δ(s)M0
+ piGδ(r)M11(s) + piGδ(s)M12(r)
+M2(r, s), (10)
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where
M0 = gµνJµ0 (C)Jν0 (BW ), (11a)
M11(s) = gµνJµ0 (C)
( 2∑
l=0
B˜l(BW )Jνl (BW )
)
, (11b)
M12(r) = gµνJµ0 (BW )
( 2∑
l=0
B˜l(C)Jνl (C)
)
, (11c)
M2(r, s) = gµν
( 2∑
l=0
B˜l(s;BW )Jµl (BW )
)( 2∑
l=0
B˜l(s;C)Jνl (C)
)
. (11d)
These four expressions correspond to the momentum space diagrams exhibited in figure
1(c).
3 Weak-field expansion
With the argumentation given in the introduction we now attempt an expansion in
powers of a0. We note Jµl ∝ al0 and αl ∝ al0; again, l is a label (power) on the l.h.s.
(r.h.s.). The leading-order terms of the phase integrals (6) thus become
B˜0(s) = −P
[
a0
s
α˜1
∫ ∞
−∞
dφf(φ)eisφ
]
+O(a20), (12a)
B˜j(s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dφf j(φ)eisφ
[
1 + ia0α˜1
∫ φ
0
dφ′f(φ′)
]
+O(a20), (12b)
G = 2 + ia0α˜1 lim
η→∞
(∫ η
0
f(φ) dφ+
∫ −η
0
f(φ) dφ
)
+O(a20). (12c)
Denoting the Fourier transform of f(φ) by
F (s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dφ f(φ) exp{isφ} (13)
we recognize that
M0 ∝ a00, (14a)
M11(s) = a0Jµ0 (C)
(
− P
[
α˜1(BW )
s
F (s)
]
J0µ(BW ) + J˜1µ(BW )F (s)
)
+O(a20), (14b)
M12(r) = a0Jµ0 (BW )
(
− P
[
α˜1(C)
r
F (r)
]
J0µ(C) + J˜1µ(C)F (r)
)
+O(a20), (14c)
M2(r, s) ∝ O(a30). (14d)
The two delta distributions in the M0 term in (10) enforce for the overall momentum
conservation in (2) a factor δ(4)(p1 + p2 + p3− p) implying a zero contribution of the M0
term (14a). In the spirit of the a0 series expansion we neglect (14d) at all. (This term
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would give rise to on/off-shell contributions which require some care.) The remaining
leading order terms in (14b) and (14c) generate the contributions
Ss = 4Gpi3e2
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
M11(s)
(p− p1)2 + iδ
(4)(p1 + p2 + p3 − p− sk), (15a)
Sr = 4Gpi3e2
∫ ∞
−∞
dr
M12(r)
(p2 + p3)2 + i
δ(4)(p1 + p2 + p3 − p− rk) (15b)
plus the corresponding exchange terms upon p1 ↔ p2. Introducing light-front
coordinates§ and the light-front delta distribution δlf(p) = δ(p−)δ(2)(p⊥) as well as
choosing k+ as the non-zero component of the laser four-momentum kµ yields
Ss =
2Gpi3e2
k+
δlf(p1 + p2 + p3 − p) M11(s)(p− p1)2 + i , (16a)
Sr =
2Gpi3e2
k+
δlf(p1 + p2 + p3 − p) M12(r)(p2 + p3)2 + i , (16b)
where M11 refers to (11b) and M12 to (11c) and one has to use in both cases
r = s = p
+ − p+1 − p+2 − p+3
k+
6= 0, (17)
and the principal value can be dropped due to the last inequality. For given entry channel
parameters, equation (17) implies the dependence s(E2,3, cos θ2,3, ϕ2,3) with spherical
coordinates Ei, cos θi, ϕi for the particles 1, 2 and 3 (cf. figure 1(a)) in the exit channel.
Fixing E3, cos θ2,3 and ϕ3 yields the contour plot s(E2, ϕ2). An example is exhibited in
figure 3. The locus of the apparent one- (two-) photon contribution with s = 1 (= 2) is
highlighted by fat curves.
The final result is the leading-order matrix element
Sfi =
2Gpi3e2
k+
a0
[
M(s;BW )
(p− p1)2 + i +
M(s;C)
(p2 + p3)2 + i
]
F (s) δlf(p1 + p2 + p3 − p) (18)
with
M(s;BW ) = gµνJµ0 (C)
(
α˜1(BW )
s
Jν0 (BW ) + J˜ν1 (BW )
)
, (19a)
M(s;C) = gµνJµ0 (BW )
(
α˜1(C)
s
Jν0 (C) + J˜ν1 (C)
)
, (19b)
where the tildes indicate here that the factor a0 is scaled out. These structures are
suggestive: M(BW ) may be read as the coupling of the free Compton current Jµ0 (C) to
the modified Breit-Wheeler current (in parenthesis of (19a)) and a free Breit-Wheeler
current Jµ0 (BW ) to a modified Compton current (in parenthesis of (19b)), both depicted
in the middle panels of figure 1(c). The interaction with the external field is encoded in
§ We use the definition q± = 12
(
q0 ± q3) and q⊥ = (q1, q2) for the light-front coordinates of a four-
vector qµ = (q0, q1, q2, q3).
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Figure 3. Contour plot s(E2, φ2) for E3 = 1.76m, cos θ2,3 = 0.965 and ϕ3 = 0. The
initial electron is at rest in this frame, and laser frequency amounts to ω = k0 = 5.12m,
i.e. the center of momentum energy is
√
(k + p)2 = 3.353m.
the modified currents. For practical purposes we replace the modified currents by the
proper Volkov currents ∆µ(C) and ∆µ(BW ) when evaluating numerically the matrix
elements for a0  1. The differential probability is
dw =
(
2Gpi3e2
k+
)2
|M|2 (2pi)3δlf(p1 + p2 + p3 − p) |F (s)|2 Vlf dΠ3 (20)
with three-body phase space element
dΠ3 =
Θ(p−1 )Θ(p−2 )Θ(p−3 )
(2pi)9
dp−1 d
2p⊥1
2p−1
dp−2 d
2p⊥2
2p−2
dp−3 d
2p⊥3
2p−3
, (21)
the Heaviside step-function Θ and the differential cross section is
dσ = dw
NVlf
(22)
with the light-front volume Vlf and the normalisation factor N = a
2
0m
2
2e2
∫∞
−∞ g
2(φ) dφ (cf.
[16]). The matrix elementM is given by (18) but without the pre-factor:
M = M(s;BW )(p− p1)2 + i +
M(s;C)
(p2 + p3)2 + i
. (23)
We emphasize that the weak-field limit (18) in (20) corresponds to the standard
perturbative tree level QED diagrams depicted in the figure 2, supposed
|F (s)|2 → δ(s− 1) + δ(s+ 1). (24)
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s = 1 selects then the admissible kinematics, and the phase space in (20) becomes
five-dimensional. The decomposition (8) is essential for catching the proper weak-field
perturbative limit. This is obvious when considering Møller or Bhabha scattering in an
ambient background field as the cross channels of the trident process: For A → 0 the
standard perturbative QED must be recovered.
4 The case of a cos2 envelope
We now specialise the linearly polarised external e.m. field Aµ with εµ = (0, 1, 0, 0) to
a cos2 envelope times the oscillating part yielding
f(φ) =
[
cos2
(
piφ
2∆φ
)l( φ
2∆φ
)]
cos(φ+ φcep), (25)
where
d ( φ
2∆φ
)
is a box profile of width 2∆φ centred at φ = 0. We leave a discussion of
the carrier envelope phase φcep for separate work, i.e. put φcep = 0. Then (13) can be
integrated analytically with the result
1
∆φF (s,∆φ) =
pi2
2
[
sinc (∆φ(s− 1))
pi2 −∆φ2(s− 1) +
sinc (∆φ(s+ 1))
pi2 −∆φ2(s+ 1)
]
, (26)
where sinc(x) = sin(x)
x
for x 6= 0 and sinc(0) = 1 is the cardinal sine function. With
a proper normalisation, (20) is proportional to |F (s)|
2
∆φ . F (s) is a real function due to
the even symmetry of the special field (25), but in general it aquires also an imaginary
part. We therefore keep the notation |F (s)|2. Given the properties of the sinc functions
entering (26) we find
lim
∆φ→∞
|F (s)|2
∆φ =
1
4 (δ(s+ 1) + δ(s− 1)) , (27)
thus making (24) explicit. Since |F (s)|
2
∆φ > 0 for s 6= 1, in particular for s > 1, at finite
values of ∆φ, we see that this signals bandwidth effects, despite a0  1. Such effects
have been observed in [50] for the Breit-Wheeler pair production below the threshold
and the Compton process as well [22, 23]. Since s is a continuous variable one must
not identify it with a “photon number”; instead, s could be interpreted as fraction of
energy or momentum in units of ω =
∣∣∣~k∣∣∣ participating in creating a final state different
from the initial state (see [9] for discussions of that issue). Even more, s > 1 does not
mean proper multiphoton effects due to our restriction on leading order in a0, rather
one could speak an “apparent multiphoton effects” caused by finite bandwidth of the
pulse. The dependence of |F (s)|
2
∆φ on s for various values of ∆φ is displayed in figure 4.
The function is symmetric, |F (s)|2 = |F (−s)|2, with main maxima at s = ±1 and the
envelopes are
env
|F (s)|2
∆φ =
1
∆φ
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ dφ 2Θ(φ)f(φ)eisφ
∣∣∣∣2 . (28)
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Figure 4. The quantity |F (s)|
2
∆φ as a function of s for several values of ∆φ (blue:
∆φ = 25, green: ∆φ = 50, red: ∆φ = 250, yellow: ∆φ = 500). Dashed curves exhibit
the envelopes according to equation (26). The inset zooms into the region s ≈ 1. Note
the symmetry property |F (s)|2 = |F (−s)|2.
We use the absolute value of the analytic signal of F (s), i.e. the Fourier transform of the
amplitude function (25) constrained to the positive half-line [57]. The first side maxima
are located between 1±2 pi∆φ and 1±3 pi∆φ and their heights are 7×10−4 of the respective
main maximum, meaning that their contribution is not negligible, in particular for a
kinematical situation where s > 1 (cf. figure 3)
From the definition of s in equation (17), we note (i) the dependence s(E2, E3, θ2,3, ϕ2,3)
and (ii) the U shape of s(E2) when keeping constant the other variables of the momenta
in polar coordinates. Denoting the minimum of s(E2) by smin, then for kinematical
situations, where smin > 1 the side peaks of |F (s)|
2
∆φ with spacing of about
pi
∆φ become
relevant. In fact, |F (s)|
2
∆φ carries much of the energy dependence of the differential cross
section. As an example, we exhibit in figure 5 (bottom) the differential cross section
d6σ/ (dE2 d cos θ2 dϕ2 dE3 d cos θ3 dϕ3) (multiplied by m4 to make it dimensionless) as
a function of E2 and compare it with |F (s(E2),∆φ)|
2
∆φ scaled by a factor 5.2 × 10−7. Note
the near-perfect match.‖ The selected kinematics implies smin ≈ 1.1, i.e. in the limit
∆φ→∞, this setting would be kinematically forbidden, but bandwidth effects for finite
values of ∆φ enable the selected kinematics. In fact, increasing ∆φ causes (i) a rapid
dropping of the differential cross section and (ii) make the oscillatory pattern more
dense. At the heart of the behavior is essentially the quantity |F (s,∆φ)|
2
∆φ of figure 4; the
‖ Supposed the match of the cross section (22) and |F (s,∆φ)|2∆φ scaled by one common factor continues
over a wide region in phase space one could envisage a greatly simplified numerical procedure by
evaluation (or even estimating) (22) only a few times and continue it with |F (s,∆φ)|
2
∆φ .
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Figure 5. The differential cross section d6σ/
(
dE2 d
2Ω2 dE3 d2Ω3
)
from equation (22)
with (19a) and (19b) for an intensity parameter a0 = 10−4 with d2Ω2,3 = d cos θ2,3dϕ2,3
for cos θ2,3 = 0.95, ϕ2 = pi/2, ϕ3 = 0 over the E2 − E3 plane (top) and as a function
of E2 for E3 = 1.76m (bottom, solid cyan curves). The initial electron is at rest and
the laser frequency amounts to ω = k0 = 5.12m in this frame. The pulse length
parameters are ∆φ = 25, . . . , 500 as indicated. In the bottom panels, the function
|F (s,∆φ)|2 /∆φ is exhibited by dashed black curves, scaled up by a common factor of
5.2× 10−7.
additional E2 dependence is fairly smooth. To translate |F (s,∆φ)|
2
∆φ of figure 4 into the
bottom panels of figure 5 one needs explicitly s(E2) which can be inferred from figure
3.
Displaying the differential cross section as contour plot over the E2−E3 plane (see figure
5-top) and keeping θ2,3 and ϕ2,3 fixed as above, one observes a pronounced fringe pattern
which become denser with increasing values of ∆φ. The fringe pattern occupies a finite
region in the E2 − E3 plane. At the origin of the fringe pattern is again the function
|F (s(E2),∆φ)|2
∆φ . The fringe pattern make numerical integrations towards total cross section
fairly challenging.
The relevance of the function |F |
2
∆φ continues of course for kinematical situations which
are not forbidden in the limit ∆φ → ∞. Examples are exhibited in figure 6. For the
selected kinematic situation, smin = 0.976, meaning that with increasing values of ∆φ
the differential cross section does not drop but gets concentrated at two values of E2
(at given E3) which are allowed for s = 1. In the limit ∆φ→∞, two delta peaks arise
when E3 is appropriately fixed. They are the result of cutting the strength distribution
over the E2−E3 plane at E3 = const., i.e. there is a sharp ring given by the solution of
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Figure 6. As figure 5 but for cos θ2,3 = 0.965 and the same scaling factor of |F (s,∆φ)|
2
∆φ .
Again a near perfect agreement of the solid and dashed curves is achieved.
E3(E2). The tilt of the U shaped function s(E2) at fixed other parameters to the right
makes the region s ≈ 1 larger at large but finite values of ∆φ. Correspondingly, the
r.h.s peak structure is wider, as seen e.g. in the right bottom panel.
To compare with the standard perturbative QED (pQED) result, based on the
evaluation of the Feynman diagrams depicted in figure 2, one has to perform the
ϕ2 integration. In fact, making ∆φ larger and larger, the differential cross section
d5σ/ (dE2 d cos θ2 dE3 d2Ω3) from equation (22) approaches the pQED result which is
for a monochromatic photon beam, see figure 7. This figure illustrates how the pQED
is approached for a0  1 and ∆φ → ∞. It also demonstrates that for ∆φ < 100
a significantly larger phase space beyond the perturbatively accessible (one-photon)
region (indicated by ←→) is occupied due to bandwidth effects in laser pulses.
5 Summary
The length of laser pulses has a decisive impact on the pair production in the trident
process. The rich phase space patterns, already found and analysed in some detail for
non-linear one-vertex processes à la Compton and Breit-Wheeler, show up also in the
two-vertex trident process. Even for weak laser fields, a region becomes accessible which
would be kinematically forbidden in a strict perturbative, leading-order tree level QED
approach. The key is the frequency distribution in a pulse which differs significantly
from a monochromatic laser beam, which would mean an “infinitely long laser pulse”. By
resorting to a special pulse model ∝ cos2 (piφ/2∆φ) cos(φ), we quantify in a transparent
manner the effect of the pulse duration ∆φ and identify the transition to monochromatic
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Figure 7. The differential cross section d5σ/
(
dE2 d cos θ2 dE3 d2Ω3
)
from (22) with
(19a) and (19b) as a function of E2/m for E3 = 2.0m, cos θ2,3 = 0.965 and ϕ3 = 0
for various values of ∆φ (solid curves, ∆φ = 25: blue, 50: orange, 250: green, 500: red)
at a0 = 10−4. The initial electron is at rest and the laser frequency amounts to
ω = k0 = 5.12m in this frame. The pQED result is depicted by the black dashed
curve (we checked our pQED-software package by comparing with [58, 59, 60] and
get confidence of our numerical evaluation and normalisation of (22) by the smooth
approach towards the pQED result for large values of ∆φ).
laser fields, ∆φ→∞, for small values of the classical laser non-linearity parameter. To
ensure the contact to a perturbative QED approach the proper decomposition of a phase
factor is mandatory. To be specific, the first term in (8) is essential for the two-vertex
process; for one-vertex processes it does not contribute. The effect of short laser pulses
manifests itself in bandwidth effects mimicking apparent multiphoton contributions even
for weak fields, where the intermediate photon is off-shell and and the process is of one-
step nature. The rich pattern of the differential phase space distribution is traced
back to the Fourier transform of the external e.m. field. In obvious further extensions
of our approach, more general pulse envelope shapes should be studied, e.g. within the
slowly varying envelope approximation. Going to larger values of the classical laser non-
linearity parameter means checking whether an analog of the Fourier transform of the
e.m. field can be isolated as crucial element of the phase space distribution of produced
particles¶. The final state phase distribution is important for planing corresponding
experimental designs.
¶ In fact, for a0 < 0.01 and large values of ∆φ we find numerical agreement of (22) and the pQED
result.
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